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Stroke is one of the major causes behind the increased mortality rate throughout the world
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and disability among the survivors. Such disabilities include several grasp and grip related
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impairment in daily activities like holding a glass of water, counting currency notes, produc-
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ing correct signature in bank, etc., that seek serious attention. Present therapeutic facilities,
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being expensive and time-consuming, fail to cater the poverty stricken rural class of the
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society. In this paper, on the basis of an investigation, we developed a smart data glove based
diagnostic device for better treatment of such patients by providing timely estimation of their

Keywords:

grasp quality. Data collected from a VMG30 motion capture glove for six patients who survived

Stroke

stroke and two other healthy subjects was fused with suitable hypothesis obtained from a

Data glove

domain expert to reﬂect the required outcome on a Bayesian network. The end result could be

Bayesian network

made available to a doctor at a remote location through a smart phone for further advice or

Probabilistic estimates

treatment. Results obtained clearly distinguished a patient from a healthy subject along with

Grasping gestures

supporting estimates to study and compare different grasping gestures. The improvement in
mobility could be assessed after physiotherapeutic treatments using the proposed method.
© 2017 Nałęcz Institute of Biocybernetics and Biomedical Engineering of the Polish
Academy of Sciences. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1.

Introduction

Grasping an object is all about developing a balanced
coordination to pick up and hold things securely in hands.
Mankind is struck with misfortune on losing the ability to

grasp. It is then, when he stops enjoying a carefree life, starts
depending on people to accomplish most of his daily activities,
and eventually gets neglected.
Just as walking, grasping is one of the important aspects of
human activity, initiated by arranged coordination of hand
controlled by biomechanical constraints and neurological
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functions. The biomechanical constraints constitute the
complex structure of human hand that has a unique
connective architecture between muscles and articulations.
On the other hand, neurological functions are actuated by
central nervous system (CNS) on reception of proper sensory
information leading to the movement of ﬁngers for grasping
[1]. Stroke, which is growing to be a common phenomenon in
elderly people, may be deﬁned as a sudden death of brain cells
persisting for more than 24 h caused due to abnormal blood
supply to the brain or spinal cord [2]. Sudden death of brain
cells hinders transmission of brain signals between motor
cortex and cerebellum through basal ganglia. Therefore, a
cerebral vascular accident (CVA) or stroke is one of the major
causes behind such disabilities among its survivors. It has
been reported from study that ﬁfty percent of survivors of
stroke show permanent change in physical capability, speech,
cognitive functions, etc. Such a crisis seeks proper attention
and monitoring. The treatment of such deﬁciency in human
body continues long after one's survival from stroke and it is
then when trained experts called physiotherapists come into
play. Regular and guided therapeutic exercises along with
close monitoring of the patient's health status results into a
much comfortable rehabilitation process. Treatment of a
stroke survivor is therefore time consuming and varies with
the nature of disability of the patient involving frequent
modiﬁcations in treatment approaches (medicines or therapy).
Medical technology is slowly expanding to cover such areas
of concern and researchers are not far away to come up with
partial or complete recovery solutions for such grasp impairment issues. Just as in Arizona University an experiment
was conducted to estimate the writing capacity of a patient
several years after stroke to help him to relearn to write [3]. On
the other hand, such technology often fails to cater the
medical needs of the under privileged rural people due to
various unavoidable circumstances such as lack of effective
communication between the patient and concerned doctor,
unavailability of proper resources and medical facilities in
remote areas and most importantly ﬁnancial constraints that
prevent the poor people to avail the required treatment.
Moreover, as per the data released by the Registrar General of
India for the year 2010–13, more than half of the 30 million
victims of cardiovascular disease such as stroke are in rural
areas. Considering the above factors and the estimated time
and patience necessary for such kind of treatment, therapists
have reported that such cases are often left unsolved.
Moving a step ahead of the conventional treatment
methods, N.G. Kataeva et al. laid the brick for automated
diagnostic method for the post-stroke treatments. Walking
disorders after stroke was their area of concern and the severity
of improper walking was estimated for effective diagnosis [1].
Motivated by such innovation, several grasp diagnosis systems
are gaining the signiﬁcance of late. However each of these
diagnosis systems suffer from some constraints such as
requirement of complex set up, dedicated laboratory for
diagnostics, need for trained personnel, gap between machine
inference and domain expert knowledge and so on. Filling the
existing gap in diagnosis is possible using the development of a
remote diagnostic tool that monitors patient's grasp status
based on previously procured domain expert knowledge,
without the continuous interference of a domain expert during
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diagnosis, in form of a smart wearable hand data glove, thereby
overcoming constraints like time and patience. Continuous
monitoring of the affected part of such patients is the most
appropriate parameter for correct treatment. Hence proper
acquisition of such critical data generated through monitoring
over a time is essential. Data collection is possible through
various sources such as electronic medical records, wearable
sensors, etc. [1,4,5]. Furthermore the data can be processed
employing various machine learning paradigms. Many alliances have used machine learning paradigms to transform
these health related data into new technologies and products
which will improve the overall diagnosis system and patient
recovery process [4–6]. Very limited research has been conducted on evaluation of grip kinematics for people suffering
from various neuromuscular dysfunctions; still an insight to the
existing literature reveals excellent discoveries in similar areas.
Variability in grip kinetics was identiﬁed by Bassma Ghali
et al. using an instrumented pen which gathered sensory
information from the effective areas of the thumb and ﬁngers
that interact with the pen. The authors have reported
classiﬁcation of grip kinematics for different participants
employing classiﬁcation procedures such as linear discriminant analysis (LDA), k nearest neighbour (k-NN) and neural
networks (NN) [7]. However the experiments were conducted
on normal, healthy subjects and no speciﬁc neuromuscular
disease affecting grip kinematics was explored.
Later, Beatriz Leon et al. recognized various grasping
postures using a passive exoskeleton for post-stroke rehabilitation of hand and wrist using a method based on support
vector machines (SVM) [8]. The proposed methodology could
classify the variation in grip well however the SVM training
was based on the grasping quality of few patients and healthy
subjects and no domain expert knowledge was taken into
consideration. In medical technology where a domain expert
or doctor plays an important role, neglecting the knowledge
gained from experience of the domain expert in training of
machine learning algorithms cannot be considered accurate
by the medical fraternity. Furthermore SVM algorithm cannot
be used to process insufﬁcient data.
Motivated by the earlier approach and supported by recent
advances in smart wearable systems that have progressively
changed the landscape of healthcare [9], we have used a VMG30
motion capture hand glove to acquire sensory information
from hand of the patients so as to study their grasp and grip
kinetics simultaneously. In order to bridge the existing gaps
caused due to data insufﬁciency in an uncertain domain like
healthcare and to initiate a diagnosis with minimum risk by
allowing incorporation of an expert's opinion into the system
which is not possible in other machine learning techniques, we
have used a Bayesian networks (BN) based approach to
transform useful data into probabilistic grasp quality estimations in this work [1]. Such a system would therefore aim to
reach the unreached and make treatment facilities available
irrespective of distance and poverty.

2.

Methodology

In this work, we have developed a Bayesian network based
diagnostic system for grasp and grip impairment estimation of
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Fig. 2 – VMG 30 data glove and its graphical user interface.
Fig. 1 – Block diagram for estimation of grasping and writing
efficiency.

the stroke survivors. The novelty of the system lies in the way
it unites grasp related sensory information with a domain
expert's knowledge. The sensory information of affected parts
was collected from a wearable data glove (VMG30) and
interpreted as respective probabilities of occurrences of
impairment. This served as one of the inputs of our model
for diagnosis. Another input constituted a domain expert's
knowledge that was served in form of conditional probability
distribution tables wherever required. The efﬁciency of
grasping or gripping of a patient was obtained as output.
The block diagram pertaining to the same is shown in Fig. 1.
Before proceeding to selection of patients and healthy subjects
as participants for our experiments and collecting data
accordingly, a brief description of each block in the block
diagram is presented in the following sections.

literature survey conducted to ﬁnd out application areas of
Bayesian Networks reveals that many researchers have used
BN for knowledge discovery from nursing database and have
also developed a BN-based methodology for efﬁcient patrolling
of nurses [12,13]. Data mining burden has been reduced by
integration of expert knowledge into BNs to examine different
approaches [14]. Such quality of a BN led to its use in risk
analysis in alternative medical diagnosis [15]. Gradually, BN
extended its application from dental disease to Borderline
Personality Disorder (BPD) [16,17]. Mild Cognitive Impairment
is another signiﬁcant ﬁeld that has been handled by a BN [18].
Therefore, we selected BN for the estimation.

2.2.1.

Theoretical background of Bayesian networks

The VMG30 data glove was used to measure the ﬁnger tip
pressures of the participants in our experiments. The wireless,
Wi-Fi, 30 sensor VMG 30 motion capture data glove system,
manufactured by virtual motion labs, accurately transforms
ﬁnger and hand motion into real time sensory readings or data
through 30-high-accuracy-joint-angle measurements with no
magnetic interference [10,11]. This comes along with software
that provides an interface for identifying various motion
gestures like ﬁnger movements, grasping etc. in the motion
builder interface (MBI). We ensured calibrating this glove
through the calibrating mechanism already built into the MBI
before each use to avoid any false reading and measurement
error. The calibration procedure was conducted by a subject or
operator who wore the glove and performed a few hand
exercises as displayed on MBI. The maximum and minimum
measures of ﬁnger bending and ﬁnger tip pressures were
deﬁned accurately henceforth. The functioning of the glove
was coded accordingly in Microsoft Visual Studio (VC++
library) for acquiring data ﬁles in a personal computer. The
glove with its MBI is shown in Fig. 2.

An effective BN is a combination of a directed acyclic graph
(DAG) and a conditional probability distribution table. While
using a BN for the purpose of health estimation, a health
domain is speciﬁed by a node and the responses to that
domain represented by the states of the node. The dependencies of the nodes involved are indicated by directed edges from
the source node to its causal node and a deﬁned conditional
probability distribution for each node [19,20]. Here we used a
hypothesis based on a domain expert's (physiotherapist)
knowledge to build necessary conditional probability distribution tables wherever required. Speciﬁcally, the developed
network enabled the estimation of an unobserved or hidden
variable (pen force on a paper during writing) from some
observed variables (bending percentages and tip pressures of
thumb and ﬁngers). Altogether, the network was based on the
estimation and efﬁcient formulation of prior probabilities of
occurrences of events and their conditional probability
distribution to generate a posterior as an estimate of grasp
and grip disability of a concerned patient.
Grasping of regular objects such as ball, bottle, glass, etc.
which is dominated by tactful orientation and bending of the
thumb, index ﬁnger and the middle ﬁnger, has been
successfully estimated using a BN in a previous work [1].
Primarily inspired by the obtained results, we have extended
our research towards the art of writing with a pen on a piece of
paper.

2.2.

2.2.2.

2.1.

VMG30 data glove and its role

Bayesian networks for diagnosis

BNs are believed to handle uncertainty in the diagnosis
process of diseases with enhanced patient care facilities. The

Mathematical interpretation of Bayesian networks

In general, medical diagnosis is often simpliﬁed to reasoning
that involves building suitable hypothesis for the occurrence
of a disease given the set of observed causes. A single or a set of
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hypothesis which would be most probable for the given set of
observations is then chosen. Such a diagnosis can be
mathematically interpreted as follows.
Diagnosis ¼ MaxiP ðDi jEÞ
P(Di|E)is the probability of the disease (Di), given the evidence
(E) that represents an observed set of causes for the disease (Di).
Such a simpliﬁed diagnosis was attempted by uniting related
data with suitable Bayesian networks whose application to
medical diagnosis, as per the literature survey done so far, was
proposed more than a decade ago. In the next sub sections, the
art of collecting ﬁnger pressure data from the participants using
VMG30 data glove and use of Bayesian networks for estimation
of grasp and writing efﬁciency is stated.

2.3.

Inclusions
Capable of following simple instructions from an expert (doctor)
Capable of sitting independently without back or arm support
for at least 10 min
Capable to participate in 2 hour therapy with breaks not more
than 5 min
Suffering from at least one stroke and not more than three
strokes on same side of brain
Right hand impairment
Post-stroke duration of 8 months or more
Exclusions
Other health problems that might put the patients at risk during
the experiment
Other neurological diseases together with stroke
Medications for spasticity
Pain limiting the patients from wearing the data glove.

Patient selection

Interaction with patients was conducted at a health care unit
run by Steel Authority of India Limited (SAIL)/Durgapur Steel
Plant (DSP). Six patients (4 males and 2 females; age group: 55–
70 years) with impairment in right hand were chosen for the
experiments. Two asymptomatic healthy subjects (1 male and
1 female) without any known history of neurological or
musculoskeletal problems that might affect their hand were
chosen as control. Healthy subjects with any particular hand
skill (example- playing the piano) were excluded for the
experiments. Only right handed participants were taken into
consideration with a view that in most of the regions of the
world right handed population dominates [21,22]. Every
participant had to provide a written informed consent
approved by institutional ethical committee before the start
of the experiment. The inclusion and exclusion conditions
were taken into account during patient selection and are
presented in Table 1. A summary of the medical history of the
participants under consideration are tabulated in Table 2
where participants 1 to 6 are the patients and 7, 8 are the
healthy subjects.

2.4.

Table 1 – Inclusion and exclusion conditions for the
patients opted in the study.

Data generation and collection

The participants were instructed to wear the VMG30 motion
capture glove on their right hands that were affected from
stroke. The grasping and handwriting capability of each
individual along with the intricacies of each ﬁnger was learnt
and visualized from the VMG 30 interface. The participants
were instructed to complete two tasks which are as follows:

1. Task 1- All the participants were asked to grasp a few
objects such as a steel glass, a spherical ball, and water
bottle (power grasp). This activity intended to analyze the
ﬁnger bending capabilities of the participants.
2. Task 2- The second task was to write a predeﬁned cursive
word on a paper sheet (precision grasp). For this, the
participants were made to sit in a convenient position and
write in their preferred posture. Normal pace of writing was
maintained. The data collection for a single writing lasted
for 1000 samples. The duration of the writing of a single
word was writer-dependent but the maximum duration
was set at 10 s. The participants were allowed to accustom
themselves to the set-up and the particular pattern of
writing that was to be used, before the actual data collection
started. The data was generated and recorded successfully.
In order to analyze the handwriting, each of them was
instructed to write a Dutch word ‘‘getsaakt’’ (‘‘struck’’), in
cursive style, without pen-lifts so that the wrist of the writer
remained unmoved. This word was selected for experiment
since it contains body-sized letters with ascenders and
descenders and is not too long [23]. The writing activity
intended to analyze the ﬁnger tip pressure in addition to
bending of each ﬁnger.
All the mentioned quantitative and qualitative information
were used to predict a probabilistic grasping quality of the
participants. The entire experiment was conducted once in a
week and the improvement or deterioration was studied over a
month. During the course of the experiment, we ensured that

Table 2 – Participants selected for experiments and their medical history.
Participant

Gender

Age (in years)

Post-stroke duration (in months)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Male
Female
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Female

61
57
68
58
62
60
62
61

48
36
19
08
23
24
NA
NA

Treatment suggested
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily
NA
NA

physiotherapy
physiotherapy
physiotherapy
physiotherapy
physiotherapy
physiotherapy

till
till
till
till
till
till

recovery
recovery
recovery
recovery
recovery
recovery
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the patients underwent prescribed physiotherapeutic treatments on a regular basis. Glimpses of activities carried out in
the order of sequence during the treatment are summarized in
Table 3.

2.5.

Data processing

The participants were studied in details from the data
collected through the virtual gloves during each task teamed
with the opinion of a domain expert/physiotherapist in the
local dispensary. Just as grasping was a combined result of the
effort delivered by the thumb, index ﬁnger and middle ﬁnger in
the order of decreasing importance [1], pen-gripping and
handwriting efﬁciency was considered to be the outcome of (a)
pen grasping ability, (b) hand and ﬁnger tremor and (c) extent
of fatigue while writing. Thumb and the index ﬁnger, being the

primary ﬁngers for gripping a pen between the tips of the
ﬁngers, the tip pressures for these two ﬁngers were considered
for fatigue estimation. The severity of ﬂuctuation in these
pressures during writing suggested the extent of tremor in a
participant's hand and ﬁngers. Altogether, the probability of
the impairment or deﬁciency in each ﬁnger was estimated on
the basis of sensory information or data collected subject to all
responsible factors and later on united effectively with the
conditional probability distribution tables constructed as per
the physiotherapist's expertise. A Bayesian network (BN)
trained by the inputs obtained from expert opinion was used
to calculate the grasping efﬁciency.
The BN was constructed based on the dependencies
inferred from each task. From repeated observation of data
obtained for the participants involved in the study supported
by the supervision of the domain expert we assumed three

Table 3 – Activities suggested by physiotherapist during the course of study for the patients suffering from hand
impairment due to stroke.
S. No
1.

Activity

Number of sessions

Repetitions in each
session

Passive therapy of ﬁngers and wrist of patients by
physiotherapist when patient was unable to produce any
voluntary movement in hand and ﬁngers.

Till the patient regained a
minimum mobility in
ﬁngers.

30–50 times depending on
individual requirement.
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Table 3 (Continued )
S. No
2.

Activity

Number of sessions

Repetitions in each
session

Active therapeutic exercises by patients for strength
increment of ﬁngers (especially thumb, index and
middle ﬁnger) after the patient gained some mobility in
thumb, index and middle ﬁngers.
Spring loaded compression knob exercise

Continued throughout the
experimental period.

20 times for each ﬁnger

Activity started after the
patient gained ability to
move thumb, index and
middle ﬁngers, and was
continued throughout the
experimental period

20 times with two spring
loadings and 20 times with
four spring loadings.

Spring loaded disc exercise

3.

Hand grip exerciser

causes of grasp impairment. The parent nodes (causes) were
represented by thumb impairment (T), index ﬁnger impairment (I) and middle ﬁnger impairment (M) leading to
the child node depicted by grasp efﬁciency (G). The corresponding directed acyclic graph (DAG) is shown in Fig. 3 (i)
where T, I and M are causes and G is the evidence. The three
causes were eventually considered to be mutually independent.
In addition to grasp efﬁciency estimates (G) determined as
above, computation of pen-gripping and handwriting efﬁciency involved, tremor (TR) given by combined effect of the

Fig. 3 – Directed acyclic graph representing three primary
causes of (i) grasp impairment (ii) writing efficiency.
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variances of thumb and index ﬁnger tip pressures exerted on
the pen by the user while writing, and fatigue (F) determined as
a function of maximum pressures that could be exerted on the
pen by thumb and index ﬁngers during execution of the task
[24,25]. Therefore, the second DAG is shown in Fig. 3 (ii) where
G, TR and F represent the parent nodes that give birth to the
resulting child node depicted by writing efﬁciency (W). The
resulting system would therefore generate probabilistic
measures of grasping and writing efﬁciencies of the participants on application of suitable simulation software (GeNIe
2.0).
Keeping the inherent errors (such as ageing of sensors) that
might be present in the glove in mind, the data collected
through VC++ went through further processing in order to
interpret the same as percentages of deviations from the
standard. The steps followed in this regard are as follows:

variance) as well as fatigue (maximum ﬁnger tip pressure)
were also analyzed. The ﬁnger tip pressures for thumb and
index ﬁngers were plotted for week 1 and week 4 of the
experiments. The variance in pressures and the maxima were
also calculated. The experiment continued for four weeks and
the respective grasp and the writing efﬁciency during that
period were plotted for analysis. The improvement efﬁciency
was tabulated for further statistical analysis.

I. We ensured that a healthy subject or operator wore the
data glove to generate data every time at the start of the
experiment. Similar tasks as mentioned were performed
by them and useful data were recorded eventually.
II. After proper statistical analysis of the data acquired for
each useful sensor, we estimated minimum and maximum thresholds up to which the sensors representing
respective hand function would be considered to work
normally i.e. efﬁciency with the probability of 1.
III. Step I was repeated for the patients.
IV. For any increase or decrease in sensor reading pertaining
to the affected body part of the patient, the increment or
decrement from the threshold set in step II was noted and
mapped as percentages of efﬁciencies or impairment of the
considered dependencies (T, I, M, G,TR, F,W). These were
fed to Bayesian networks to generate desired results.
V. Thus, the diagnostic system got rid of inherent errors (if
any) pertaining to the hardware set up i.e. glove (e.g. ageing
of sensors) as instead of using the sensory information
directly, differences or deviations in sensor data were taken
into consideration for the purpose of calibration. Moreover,
the standard source of data i.e. the data collection from the
healthy subject or operator was repeated each time so as to
keep the standard readings error free.

3.1.

As per Bayes' theorem, the conditional probability distribution of cause given the observed evidence using the
converse conditional probability of observing evidence given
the cause is given by Eq. (1).
P½Cause
P½CausejEvidence ¼ P½EvidencejCause:
P½Evidence

(1)

The objective was to determine the posterior conditional
probability distribution of each of the possible unobserved
causes given the observed evidence, i.e. P[Cause|Evidence]
As outcomes of the Bayesian networks, the grasping and
writing efﬁciencies were obtained. To conduct analysis of
improvement in grasping and writing, the efﬁciencies of power
and precision grasp (normal grasp and writing) computed over
time was plotted for each participant. Further, the ﬁnger
tip pressure proﬁles were constructed for each patient to
obtain participant speciﬁc variation in proﬁles and their
improvement over time. The probabilities of tremor (pressure

3.

Results

The constructed Bayesian networks or DAGs involving
grasping and gripping estimation for post-stroke diagnosis
were ﬁnally implemented using geNIe 2.0 and described in the
following sub-sections.

Model for task 1 or a power grasp

Task 1 involved the grasping quality estimation of an
individual while trying his hand on a power grasp. Using
Fig. 3(i), the probability of occurrences of thumb impairment (P
[T = yes]), index ﬁnger impairment (P [I = yes], and middle
ﬁnger impairment (P [M = yes]) for all participants (six patients
and two healthy subjects) were estimated from the data
collected through the virtual glove over considerable period of
time and is tabulated in Table 4. These probabilities would act
as priors for the BN or DAG to be generated.
The conditional probability distribution table of each node
for every possible outcome of the preceding node was
constructed on the basis of the domain expert's knowledge,
where impairment in any of the ﬁngers was marked as 'Yes'
and a 'No' signiﬁed an inefﬁcient grasp and the respective
probabilities been listed in Table 5.
The resulting probability of grasp impairment P [G = Yes]
was calculated using Eq. (2) and Tables 4 and 5.
P½G ¼ yes ¼

X

P½G ¼ yes; T; I; M

T;I;M

¼ PðGjT; I; MÞPðT; I; MÞ þ PðGjT; I; MÞPðT; I; MÞ
þ PðGjT; I; MÞPðT; I; MÞ þ PðGjT; I; MÞPðT; I; MÞ
þ PðGjT; I; MÞPðT; I; MÞ þ PðGjT; I; MÞPðT; I; MÞ
þ PðGjT; I; MÞPðT; I; MÞ þ PðGjT; I; MÞPðT; I; MÞ

(2)

The next step involved the calculation of posterior
probability after observing evidence G = No. On basis of a

Table 4 – Estimated probabilities for thumb, index finger
and middle finger impairment for task 1.
Participant
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

P [T = yes]

P [I = yes]

P [M = yes]

0.06
0.2
0.4
0.2
0.25
0.30
0
0

0.4
0.6
0.28
0.45
0.40
0.05
0
0

0
0.15
0.3
0
0.35
0
0
0
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Table 5 – Conditional probability distribution table for
task 1.

Table 7 – Estimated probabilities for thumb, index finger
and middle finger impairment for task 2.

T

Participant

I

No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

M

No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes

G

No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

Yes

No

0.95
0.50
0.75
0.40
0.25
0.10
0.01
0.00

0.05
0.50
0.25
0.60
0.75
0.90
0.99
1.00

clear idea about the patient's grasp (G = No with a probability
of 1), the probability distributions of thumb, index ﬁnger and
middle ﬁnger can be calculated. The posterior probability of
thumb, P (T) i.e. the contribution of thumb towards grasp
impairment given the evidence was calculated using Eq. (3).
PðT; I; MjGÞ ¼ PðGjT; I; MÞ
þPðGjT; I; MÞ

PðT; I; MÞ
PðT; I; MÞ
þ PðGjT; I; MÞ
PðGÞ
PðGÞ
PðT; I; MÞ
PðT; I; MÞ
þ PðGjT; I; MÞ
(3)
PðGÞ
PðGÞ

In similar way, the posterior probabilities of index, P (I), and
middle ﬁnger, P (M) were calculated. The prior and the
posterior probability distributions for each participant are
summarized in Table 6.

3.2.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

P [T = yes]

P [I = yes]

P [M = yes]

0.2
0.4
0.7
0.4
0.65
0.4
0
0

0.7
0.9
0.8
0.2
0.35
0.25
0
0

0.2
0.5
0.5
0.2
0
0.2
0
0

estimated through analysis of data collected from virtual
glove over considerable period of time. All the estimated
probabilities are tabulated in Table 7. Since each class of object
has its own unique posture of grasping, the dependencies of
each factor related to grasping varied in case of a pen-grip and
the corresponding conditional probability table is displayed in
Table 8 where impairment in any of the ﬁngers was marked as
'Yes' and a 'No' signiﬁed an inefﬁcient grasp.
The resulting probability of grasp efﬁciency P [G = Yes] was
calculated using Eq. (4) and Tables 7 and 8. The results are
tabulated in Table 9.

P½G ¼ yes ¼

X

P½G ¼ yes; T; I; M

T;I;M

¼ PðGjT; I; MÞPðT; I; MÞ þ PðGjT; I; MÞPðT; I; MÞ

Model for task 2 or a tripod grip

þ PðGjT; I; MÞPðT; I; MÞ þ PðGjT; I; MÞPðT; I; MÞ
Task 2 aimed at the estimation of pen-gripping and handwriting of a participant while writing with a pen on a piece of paper
(tripod grip) as instructed. The handwriting quality depends on
three different factors namely (i) grasping of the pen (ii)
unusual tremor in hand and ﬁngers and (iii) untimely muscle
fatigue. The individual probabilities were initially estimated
and were ﬁnally used to determine the probability of efﬁciency
in writing.

þ PðGjT; I; MÞPðT; I; MÞ þ PðGjT; I; MÞPðT; I; MÞ
þ PðGjT; I; MÞPðT; I; MÞ þ PðGjT; I; MÞPðT; I; MÞ

Table 8 – Conditional probability distribution table for
grasping for task 2.
T

3.2.1.

Table 6 – Prior and posterior probability distributions for
the participants for task 1.
Participant

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

I

M

Grasping estimation

Grasping was estimated based on the combined effect of the
impairment in thumb, index ﬁnger and middle ﬁnger. The
probability of occurrences of thumb impairment (P [T = yes]),
index ﬁnger impairment (P [I = yes], and middle ﬁnger
impairment (P [M = yes]) for all eight participants were

Prior
probability
P(G = Yes)
0.83
0.64
0.52
0.72
0.58
0.73
1
1

(4)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

G
Proper

Improper

0
0
0.15
0.4
0.4
0.6
0.8
1

1
1
0.85
0.6
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

Posterior probability
Thumb
0.29
0.50
0.71
0.61
0.52
0.77
0
0

Index
ﬁnger

Middle
ﬁnger

0.68
0.73
0.36
0.63
0.50
0.80
0
0

0
0.26
0.43
0
0.53
0
0
0

Table 9 – Estimated pen grasping efficiency for tripod grip.
Participant
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

P[G = Yes]
0.56
0.33
0.21
0.64
0.47
0.62
1
1
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Tremor estimation

3.2.3.

Tremor of hand and ﬁngers could be estimated from the severity
of ﬂuctuation in pressure at the tips of the thumb and index
ﬁnger. The pressure ﬂuctuation at the tips of two ﬁngers during
writing the predeﬁned word was recorded for the participants.
The measure of ﬂuctuation in pressures at the ﬁnger tip of
each ﬁnger was obtained by calculating the variance for each
over the total span of writing. The variance of pressure at the
tips of thumb and index ﬁnger were denoted by VP1 and VP2
respectively. The respective probabilities of occurrences of
VP1, P [VP1 = Yes], and VP2, P [VP2 = Yes] for every participant
are tabulated in Table 10.
The corresponding conditional probability distribution
table of each node for every possible outcome of the preceding
node is shown in Table 11 where pressure ﬂuctuation in any of
the ﬁngers was marked as 'Yes' and a 'No' signiﬁed a tremor in
hand and ﬁngers.
The resulting probabilities of tremor in hand and ﬁngers,
denoted by TR, were calculated using Eq. (5) and Tables 10 and
11. The results are presented in Table 12.
X
P½TR ¼ yes; VP1; VP2
P½TR ¼ yes ¼

Fatigue estimation

Fatigue while writing could be estimated from the amount of
pressure exerted by the tips of the thumb and index ﬁngers on
the pen.
The pressures exerted by the tips of these two ﬁngers were
denoted by P1 and P2 respectively. The probability of
occurrences of adequate P1 (P [P1 = Adequate]) and P2 (P
[P2 = Adequate]) for each participant are depicted in Table 13.
The conditional probability distribution table of each node for
every possible outcome of the preceding node is shown in
Table 14 where ideal pressure exerted by the tips of any of the
ﬁngers was marked as 'Adequate' and otherwise 'Abnormal'.
The resulting probabilities of muscle fatigue were calculated using Eq. (6) and Tables 13 and 14. The results are presented
in Table 15.
X

P½F ¼ yes ¼

P½F ¼ yes; P1; P2

P1;P2

¼ PðFjP1; P2ÞPðP1; P2Þ þ PðFjP1; P2ÞPðP1; P2Þ
þ PðFjP1; P2ÞPðP1; P2Þ þ PðFjP1; P2ÞPðP1; P2Þ

(6)

VP1;VP2

¼ PðTRjVP1; VP2ÞPðVP1; VP2Þ þ PðTRjVP1; VP2ÞPðVP1; VP2Þ
þ PðTRjVP1; VP2ÞPðVP1; VP2Þ þ PðTRjVP1; VP2ÞPðVP1; VP2Þ
(5)

Table 10 – Estimated probabilities to determine tremor for
task 2.
Participant

VP1

VP2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

0.01
0.4
0.9
0.58
0.97
0.59
0
0

0.75
0.9
1
1
0.62
0.95
0
0

3.2.4.

Writing efﬁciency estimation

Based on above paragraphs, the writing efﬁciency of the
patients could be estimated by the nature of pen-grasp and the
intensities of tremor and fatigue. A graphical representation is

Table 13 – Probabilities of occurrences of P1 and P2.
Participant
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

P1

P2

0.85
0.55
0.3
1
0.25
0.44
0
0

0.26
0
0
1
1
0.3
0
0

Table 11 – Conditional probability distribution table for
tremor for task 2.

Table 14 – Conditional probability distribution table for
fatigue for task 2.

VP1

P1

No
No
Yes
Yes

VP2

No
Yes
No
Yes

Tremor
Yes

No

0
0.3
0.4
0.8

1
0.7
0.6
0.2

No
No
Yes
Yes

P2

No
Yes
No
Yes

Fatigue
Yes

No

0
0.4
0.5
0.9

1
0.6
0.5
0.1

Table 12 – Estimated probabilities of tremor.

Table 15 – Estimated probabilities of fatigue for task 2.

Participant

Participant

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Tremor [P(Tr)]
0.27
0.47
0.75
0.59
0.63
0.58
0
0

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Fatigue
0.37
0.63
0.75
0
0.37
0.56
0
0
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The next step involved the calculation of posterior
probability after observing evidence. After observing the fact
that the patients failed to write ideally i.e. W = inefﬁcient with
a probability of 1, the posterior probability distribution of the
potential causes (grasping, tremor and fatigue) was estimated
using Eq. (8).
PðG; TR; FjWÞ ¼ PðWjG; TR; FÞ

Fig. 4 – DAG for writing efficiency estimation.

shown in Fig. 4. As concluded by the previous sections, the
probabilities of occurrences of grasping efﬁciency (P [G = Yes]),
tremor in hand and ﬁngers (P [TR = Yes]) and muscle fatigue (P
[F = Yes]) for the participants are tabulated in Table 16. The
conditional probability distribution table of each node for
every possible outcome of the preceding node shown in
Table 17 where grasp impairment, tremor and fatigue in hand
and ﬁngers were marked as ‘‘Yes’’ and an ‘‘Inefﬁcient’’
signiﬁed defective writing (W).
The resulting probabilities of writing efﬁciency were
calculated using Eq. (7) and Tables 16 and 17.
X
P½W ¼ yes ¼
P½G ¼ yes; G; TR; F
G;TR;F

¼ PðWjG; TR; FÞPðG; TR; FÞ þ PðWjG; TR; FÞPðG; TR; FÞ
þ PðWjG; TR; FÞPðG; TR; FÞ þ PðWjG; TR; FÞPðG; TR; FÞ
þ PðWjG; TR; FÞPðG; TR; FÞ þ PðWjG; TR; FÞPðG; TR; FÞ
þ PðEjG; TR; FÞPðG; TR; FÞ þ PðWjG; TR; FÞPðG; TR; FÞ

(7)

Table 16 – Probabilities of occurrences of grasp, tremor
and fatigue.
Participant
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Grasp

Tremor

Fatigue

0.2
0.4
0.7
0.64
0.47
0.62
0
0

0.7
0.9
0.8
0.59
0.63
0.58
0
0

0.2
0.5
0.5
0
0.37
0.56
0
0

Table 17 – Conditional probability distribution table for
task 2 for writing quality estimation.
Grasp

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No

Tremor

Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No

Fatigue

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

Inefﬁcient

0.6
0.7
0.9
1
0.1
0.35
0.4
0.5

0.4
0.3
0.1
0
0.9
0.65
0.6
0.5

þ PðWjG; TR; FÞ

PðT; TR; FÞ
PðWÞ

þ PðWjG; TR; FÞ

PðG; TR; FÞ
PðWÞ

þ PðWjG; TR; FÞ

PðG; TR; FÞ
PðWÞ

(8)

The prior and the posterior probability distributions for
each participant are summarized in Table 18.
The outcomes, as obtained from Tables 6 and 18 shows the
grasping and writing efﬁciency of the participants respectively. To check the accuracy of the model constructed, the
probabilistic impairment outcome delivered was matched
with the view of concerned domain expert. The model was
found to deliver nearly accurate outcomes with a maximum
tolerance of 6%.

3.3.
Trend of ﬁnger-tip pressures while pen-gripping and
writing
As discussed earlier, the tip-pressures exerted by the thumb
and the index ﬁnger of the writer on writing equipment are the
primary contributions towards an efﬁcient written output
(tripod grip and handwriting). The ﬁnger tip pressure (percentage) proﬁle of thumb and index ﬁnger of the patients while
accomplishing task 2 was plotted and compared with that of
the standard plots obtained from the healthy subjects.
Corresponding plots are displayed in Figs. 5 and 6.

3.4.

Recovery analysis on basis of the tasks assigned

The recovery of the patients (if any) was followed up using our
diagnostic system once in a week and the pace of recovery
with reference to each task was noted. Similar experiments
were repeated and the diagnosis model was updated accord-

Table 18 – Posterior probability distribution for the
participants.
Participant

Writing efﬁciency
Efﬁcient

PðG; TR; FÞ
PðWÞ

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Prior probability/
Writing efﬁciency
[P(W)]

0.67
0.48
0.33
0.67
0.54
0.60
1
1

Posterior
probabilities/
P(G, TR, F)
G

TR

F

0.21
0.13
0.09
0.35
0.23
0.35
1
1

0.43
0.59
0.83
0.77
0.76
0.75
0
0

0.46
0.69
0.80
0
0.45
0.64
0
0
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Fig. 5 – Plots showing variation in time series data for the thumb and index finger pressure profiles of healthy subjects (i)
Participant 7 and (ii) Participant 8.

Fig. 6 – Plots showing variation in time series data for the thumb and index finger pressure profiles of patients (i) Participant 1,
(ii) Participant 2, (iii) Participant 3, (iv) Participant 4, (v) Participant 5 and (vi) Participant 6.

ingly. The ﬁnger tip pressures after four weeks of treatment
is shown in Fig. 7. The grasping and writing efﬁciencies
estimated for the patients were recorded for each week and
plotted against time. The trend of recovery is shown in
Fig. 8.
The variance in ﬁnger tip pressures and the maximum
ﬁnger tip pressures for thumb and index ﬁngers of the patients
in week 1 obtained from Fig. 6 and week 4 obtained from Fig. 7
are shown in Table 19. The variance and maxima of the ﬁnger
tip pressures for the healthy subjects were obtained from Fig. 5
and are also shown in Table 19.
The improvement in grasping and writing efﬁciency for 4
weeks has been displayed in Fig. 8 and their statistical
measures were calculated as tabulated in Table 20. The
improvements in grasping and writing efﬁciencies (IE) of the
patients were calculated from the differences of the efﬁciencies computed between the present and the preceding week.
The net improvement of each patient was calculated as the

sum of respective IEs for 4 weeks. The mean and variances of IE
was calculated accordingly.
The probabilities of tremor and fatigue for week 1 and week
4 are summarized in Table 21. The percentages of changes in
tremor (DTR) and fatigue (DF) are computed using Eqs. (9) and
(10).
DTRð%Þ ¼

Tremorweek4 Tremorweek1
100
Tremorweek1

DFð%Þ ¼

Fatigueweek4 Fatigueweek1
100
Fatigueweek1

4.

Discussions

(9)
(10)

In this work a simple and automated system of grasp and
writing efﬁciency estimation is proposed which uses ﬁnger
bending and tip pressure data measured using a smart data
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Fig. 7 – Finger tip pressure profiles for thumb and index fingers of the patients as obtained on week 4 (i) Participant 1, (ii)
Participant 2, (iii) Participant 3, (iv) Participant 4, (v) Participant 5 and (vi) Participant 6.

Fig. 8 – Efficiency for grasp and writing for patients during a period of 4 weeks (i) Participant 1 (ii) Participant 2, (iii) Participant
3, (iv) Participant 4, (v) Participant 5 and (vi) Participant 6.

glove to compute the grasp and writing efﬁciencies by proper
fusion of measured data with Bayesian networks. Based on the
experimental results from six patients who survived stroke
performing physiotherapeutic activities for four weeks, following inferences could be drawn:
(i) Participant 1 performed the best among all in terms of
grasping (P(G) = 0.83) and writing efﬁciency (P(W) = 0.67).
This is evident from Tables 6 and 18.

(ii) The maxima of ﬁnger tip pressures for the healthy
subjects were higher than the impaired ones whereas
the variances of ﬁnger tip pressures were lower (Table 19).
This paradigm clearly distinguishes a healthy individual
from a stroke survivor.
(iii) The physiotherapeutic exercises conducted by all the
patients led to decrease in pressure variances and
increase in maxima of ﬁnger tip pressures except for
participant 5 (Table 19). This indicates that the exercises
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Table 19 – Table showing statistical measures for finger tip pressures on week 1 and week 4.
Variance in ﬁnger tip pressures

Participant

Week 1

Maxima of ﬁnger tip pressures (in %)

Week 4

Week 1

Week 4

Thumb

Index ﬁnger

Thumb

Index ﬁnger

Thumb

Index ﬁnger

Thumb

Index ﬁnger

126.1
9.4
498.5
52.9
473
15.2
2.9
3.8

543.1
389.7
221.3
975.2
1193.6
97.4
2.1
4.3

12.9
4.25
452.6
33.3
425.9
14.6
NA
NA

434.6
330.5
10.2
797.8
585.3
27.5
NA
NA

87.3
90
77.7
91.6
89.1
82.2
94.2
94.6

75.5
68.1
59.7
85.3
82
70.4
85.4
86.3

92.6
94.8
96.2
95.1
92.2
93.5
NA
NA

68.4
74.8
83.6
91.9
67.4
90
NA
NA

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Table 20 – Table showing improvement in grasping and writing efficiency of the patients for 4 weeks duration.
IE (%)

Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4
Net improvement
Mean improvement
Improvement variance

Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

Participant 4

Participant 5

Participant 6

NA
NA
2
1
1
1
0
0
3
2
1
0.7
1
0.3

NA
NA
5
0
5
0
4
1
14
1
4.7
0.3
0.3
0.3

NA
NA
8
2
6
5
5
4
19
11
6.3
3.7
2.3
2.3

NA
NA
0
3
3
6
3
3
6
12
2
4
3
3

NA
NA
1
1
6
5
3
5
10
11
3.3
3.7
6.3
5.3

NA
NA
1
6
0
5
6
0
7
11
2.3
3.7
10.3
10.3

Grasping
Writing
Grasping
Writing
Grasping
Writing
Grasping
Writing
Grasping
Writing
Grasping
Writing
Grasping
Writing

Table 21 – Table showing the probability of tremor and fatigue on week 1 and week 4 and the variation in duration of 4
weeks.
Participant

1
2
3
4
5
6

Tremor

Fatigue

Week 1

Week 4

Week 1

Week 4

0.27
0.47
0.75
0.50
0.63
0.58

0.25
0.45
0.55
0.30
0.45
0.53

0.37
0.63
0.75
0
0.38
0.56

0.25
0.60
0.60
0
0.41
0

are effective in improvement of grasp and writing
efﬁciency of the patients. For participant 5, the maxima
of index ﬁnger tip pressure decreased from 82% to 67.4%
during week 1 to week 4. This could be an indication
to the physiotherapist from our designed system
that either physiotherapeutic exercises prescribed need
to be altered or some other diagnosis needs to be
initiated.
(iv) The hand tremor and fatigue which affects the writing
efﬁciency of the patients decreased during the prescribed
course of physiotherapy except for participant 5. Participant 5 showed an increased fatigue (7.9%) as seen from
Table 21. This helps the physiotherapist to gain knowledge
about the actual reason of writing inefﬁciency for such
participants. For instance, increase in fatigue proﬁle of
participant 5 and deterioration in writing efﬁciency (as

Percentage change
in tremor (DTR)

Percentage change
in fatigue (DF)

-7.4
-4.2
-26.7
-40
-28.6
-8.6

-32.4
-4.76
-20
0
7.9
-100

discussed earlier) could be an indication of other health
issues in addition to stroke.
(v) The maxima of ﬁnger tip pressures for thumb and index
ﬁngers were least for participant 3 (Table 19). The
variances in tip pressures were also considerably high.
The condition of participant 3 improved signiﬁcantly due
to the physiotherapeutic treatments. This is evident from
the net IEs computed as 19% and 11% for grasping and
writing respectively (Table 20). Moreover, the mean of IE
was the highest for participant 3 and the improvement
variances for thumb and index ﬁnger were equal. This
shows signiﬁcant improvement of participant 3 in terms
of the prescribed physiotherapeutic exercises.
The above analysis shows that the data glove based
diagnostic system is capable of generating useful information
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regarding grasping and writing efﬁciencies of the patients
considered in the present study. In addition, the analysis lets a
physiotherapist know about the patient's actual status of grasp
or other assigned tasks in order to provide proper treatment.
Muscle fatigue and hand tremor which are also key factors
inﬂuencing the handwriting of a participant have been
considered in this research. As mentioned in section 2, [7,8]
research attempted to estimate grasping efﬁciency of healthy
subjects, however they did not focus on diagnosis of disease
which would effectuate treatment of the same. In our research
the study has been extensively carried out for analysis of
grasping and writing disorders of patients who survived stroke.
The technique could also be extended for patients suffering
from grasp disorders due to other neurological disorders.
The proposed technique is applicable to patients who can
actively actuate their hand up to some extent. This is the
period when a physician usually stops prescribing medicines
and advises the patient to rely on physiotherapy. Physiotherapeutic treatments are patient speciﬁc and continuous
monitoring of each patient is a daunting task. The proposed
method alleviates this problem by estimating the grasp and
writing efﬁciency of the patients whenever necessary without
any intervention of doctor or physiotherapist.
The data glove used in this research delivered error-free
grasp related sensory information that produced outcomes in
form of grasp and grip efﬁciency estimates of the user when
fused with faithful hypothesis gathered from concerned
domain expert. Hence, the proposed wearable device based
paradigm can be extended to various other body parts such as
limbs and other joints in case of disabilities due to other
related diseases.

5.

Conclusions

Delivering medical assistance to the unreached and deprived
class of the society is a major concern nowadays. This paper
represents the development of a smart wearable diagnostic
tool related to grasp and grip estimation of the stroke
survivors that aims to deal with every intricacy of object
handling by them. The device is constructed to serve as a
medium between a patient and the concerned health care
giver by transmitting the needful over long distances and
generating the outcome in the expert's location. Data
insufﬁciency was a constraint, yet the model managed to
produce satisfactory estimations due to proper data-processing and timely intervention of the domain expert. The device
is capable of serving the underprivileged sections of the
society at remote locations where regular follow-up of stroke
survivors is a daunting task.
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